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Undergraduate Research Symposium:
Bibliography Addendum

For this assignment, review the published program for the Undergraduate Research Symposium this March 29 and identify sessions or posters that are related to your discipline and/or area of interest. Attend as many of these talks and poster sessions as possible; engage the presenter if applicable.

Document these talks/presentations by adding entries for them to your annotated bibliography. Apply the same categories of summary, place, what’s missing, and your contributions to these entries. Provide at least one (1) new entry. There is no maximum limit.

This assignment reflects the reality of scholarly work that you never really stop building your annotated bibliography. Even as you work on one project, you will learn of new references or sources in your discipline—and you will want to keep up. The assignment may also provide you with some examples for giving talks or presenting your work in general; that is a second benefit of this task.

Presentation Draft

Similarly to the proposal draft assignment, this deliverable is primarily meant to get you started on your presentation sooner rather than later. Also like the draft, start by focusing on your content rather than length. Determine and supply the visuals that best convey your message first; we will edit for timing later.